Language of Research Crossword

Across
1. incorrect or wrong
3. information collected by research
7. a connection or relationship between things that happen
9. asking questions of a large group to learn common opinions or information
12. an inert substance used in drug trials as a control (to compare with the drug being tested)
16. explaining the meaning of facts or observations
17. a freak or accidental, one-time result
20. facts or information to show if something is true
21. true and relevant
22. based on evidence, not theory or logic
23. standards for what is appropriate or usual
24. a scientific guess to prove or disprove

Down
2. get the same results when you test something again
4. to study something carefully to determine its value
5. an experiment in which neither researcher nor participants know which group of participants is receiving the experimental treatment and which group are "controls" who do not receive the new treatment but a placebo.
6. general agreement
8. a test to see if a hypothesis is correct or not
10. written work distributed as books or articles
11. careful and exact
13. people involved in a project or activity
14. deliberate deception
15. results
17. an imperfection or error in design
18. by chance
19. an expectation or prejudice that prevents objectivity & slants your view
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